
 

 

of International Day of Persons 

with Disabilities 
International Day of Persons with Disabilities (3
December) 2018 was intended to promote rights and 

well-being of persons with disabilities in all 
spheres of development. The theme of this year was 
“Empowering Persons with Disabilities and ensuring 
inclusiveness and equality”. We observed the World 
Disability Day in our four block offices separately 
through various programs & events like 

Workshop, Child centred Activities like I
outdoor Games, distribution of woollen cloth
Cultural Programs (folk song

performance by the person with disabilities
between the child activities there were also few events for parent’s 
participation. Eminent government officials

community people grace the program
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Did you know that we’ve updated 
our website? 

Did you know that we’ve a 
Facebook page & twitter account?

Please take a look! 
� www.gbcdpandua.org 
� https://www.facebook.com/GBCD

-1810013605905577/ 
� https://twitter.com/BellDeaf 

 

 

 

 

 

Snapshot 

International Day of Persons 

International Day of Persons with Disabilities (3rd 
to promote rights and 

being of persons with disabilities in all 
lopment. The theme of this year was 

“Empowering Persons with Disabilities and ensuring 
We observed the World 

ility Day in our four block offices separately 
through various programs & events like – Awareness 

ld centred Activities like Indoor and 
, distribution of woollen cloths, 

folk song, dance and Mime 

by the person with disabilities) etc.In 
activities there were also few events for parent’s 

Eminent government officials, renowned social activist 

ogram. 

Next 

towardsinclusiveClassroom
GBCD organizes different training

developing an inclusive classroom
students. Teachers’ training on Teaching 
Methodology and Lesson Adaptation is one of the 

most significant steps in this process.
purpose of the training was to 
school teachers to teach effectively 

adapting lessons and using TLMs and Sign language 
for the deaf children in inclusive classroom. 
Teachers from general school

trainings and they assured us of being enriched 
with adequate knowledge. 
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Did you know that we’ve updated 

Did you know that we’ve a 
Facebook page & twitter account? 

https://www.facebook.com/GBCD

activities there were also few events for parent’s 
, renowned social activist along with 

Step…… 

Classroom 

organizes different trainings towards 

classroom for the Deaf 
students. Teachers’ training on Teaching 
Methodology and Lesson Adaptation is one of the 

most significant steps in this process. Main 
purpose of the training was to enable the primary 
school teachers to teach effectively through 

and using TLMs and Sign language 
hildren in inclusive classroom. 

from general schools attended the 

ey assured us of being enriched 



Before being economical self-reliant the deaf youth have to gone through different 

training for developing their functional and vocational skill

GBCD organized many training 

Personality Development, and Domestic Violence & Sexual 

Harassment with all the deaf youth across four blocks.

Save Vision…….Reserve Sight

After the opening of Eye Clinic, 

Clinic. People are suffering from eye

and scientific eye treatment facilities

common problem among the older 

through surgery. Cataract Surgery is a 

way to restore vision with serious complications

quarter 23 patients of our project areahad

surgery and they also received Spectacle from

comparatively at low cost than market.

 

Cloth DistributionCloth DistributionCloth DistributionCloth Distribution
Durgotsava

Festival of West Bengal. Durga 

puja is a celebration of good 

over evil. While Durga Puja is a time of pandal hopping, 

gorging on delicious food and wearing new cloths, there a 

section of our community remained far away from that 

EmpoweringtheD

eaf Youth 

reliant the deaf youth have to gone through different 

training for developing their functional and vocational skills along with life skill

 to develop their skills like Training on 

Personality Development, and Domestic Violence & Sexual 

Harassment with all the deaf youth across four blocks. 

Save Vision…….Reserve Sight 

Clinic, 303 people visited our 

Clinic. People are suffering from eye troublereceive advance 

and scientific eye treatment facilities. Cataract is a most 

common problem among the older people which is curable 

through surgery. Cataract Surgery is a safe and effective 

way to restore vision with serious complications. In this 

of our project areahad gone through this 

surgery and they also received Spectacle from this unit 

comparatively at low cost than market. 

Cloth DistributionCloth DistributionCloth DistributionCloth Distribution    
Durgotsava is the Annual 

Festival of West Bengal. Durga 

puja is a celebration of good 

over evil. While Durga Puja is a time of pandal hopping, 

gorging on delicious food and wearing new cloths, there a 

section of our community remained far away from that 

happiness. Considering that on mind GBCD arranged Cloth 

Distribution Program through mobilizing resources from 

the community (Teachers, Well Wishers

new cloths to 201 people. 

 

Capacity Building Trainingfor 

the Parents 
Community Based Rehabilitation Appr

opportunity to work with different stakeholders of the 

society along with skill development for overall 

reliant the deaf youth have to gone through different 

along with life skills. 

like Training on Protection, 

over evil. While Durga Puja is a time of pandal hopping, 

gorging on delicious food and wearing new cloths, there a 

section of our community remained far away from that 

onsidering that on mind GBCD arranged Cloth 

Distribution Program through mobilizing resources from 

the community (Teachers, Well Wishers etc.) and give 

Capacity Building Trainingfor 

Community Based Rehabilitation Approach gives us the 

opportunity to work with different stakeholders of the 

society along with skill development for overall 



development of the person with disabilities 

enhance the skill of the parents for supporting the deaf children, we organized 

training on Indian Sign Language

ONGC extended their supportONGC extended their supportONGC extended their supportONGC extended their support

Economic placement is the most important component in our rehabilitation initiatives 

for deaf adults. We are conducting 

their self-employment and income generation program 

Email Id: gbcdp@yahoo.co.in /

with disabilities and to make them a part of the society. To 

enhance the skill of the parents for supporting the deaf children, we organized 

Indian Sign Language and Teaching Methodology in three blocks. 

ONGC extended their supportONGC extended their supportONGC extended their supportONGC extended their support    

 
t important component in our rehabilitation initiatives 

We are conducting training on Tailoring Trade for the Deaf youth

and income generation program that is supported by ONGC

Breaking the barrierBreaking the barrierBreaking the barrierBreaking the barrier

Seven deaf youths are going to appear for the 

Madhyamik Examination (class

Special educational support is being provided 

to the DYPs of four blocks 

appear in Board Examination

schools. 
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Tenterpar, Pandua, Hooghly
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to make them a part of the society. To 

enhance the skill of the parents for supporting the deaf children, we organized 

Methodology in three blocks.  

t important component in our rehabilitation initiatives 

for the Deaf youths for 

that is supported by ONGC. 

Breaking the barrierBreaking the barrierBreaking the barrierBreaking the barrier    

Seven deaf youths are going to appear for the 

Madhyamik Examination (class-X) in 2019. 

Special educational support is being provided 

four blocks who are going to 

Examination from regular 
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